COMMANDCENTRAL AWARE ENTERPRISE
ENHANCE OPERATIONAL AWARENESS AND RESPONSE IN REAL-TIME

Eliminate communication barriers and see GPS asset locations across device types with the only real-time mapping solution that displays MOTOTRBO and WAVE broadband devices on a single map.

INTEGRATE WITH OTHER MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Leverage the location and mapping in a side-by-side configuration with the optional Avtec Scout dispatch console now. Video, license plate recognition, text messaging and indoor floor plans are coming soon.

IMPROVE DECISION MAKING
See personnel locations in relation to each other and incidents to improve response decision making.

ACCELERATE RESPONSE
Quickly identify personnel near an incident and see entry and exits in a predefined area to respond speed your response with the right resources.

STREAMLINE WORKFLOWS
Understand challenges in real-time to improve your team's response to incidents, service calls, or emergencies. View historical device locations to understand past incidents and response and identify future workflow improvements.
KEY FEATURES

CUSTOMIZE MAPPING WITH ESRI LAYERS AND GEO FENCING
Make the Aware Enterprise map work for you. Add Esri layers including traffic, weather or custom layers. Add custom geo-fences around an area to track device entry and exit and detect potential issues.

Automate Workflows with Rules
Add custom rules to fit your operation. Set map alerts and alarms to trigger workflow actions and response.

Breadcrumbing and Historical Mapping
Device breadcrumbing in real-time enables you to view any personnel issues and to better communicate response times. Historical mapping provides insights into past responses for analysis and reporting.

MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION AT THE RIGHT TIME, EVERY TIME
Everything happens somewhere. Where are service personnel? Where can I find a security officer to respond to a critical incident.

The more visibility you have into your personnel and operations the easier it is to make the right decisions at the right time with the right personnel. Aware Enterprise provides that visibility and more.

For more information about CommandCentral Aware Enterprise, visit www.motorolasolutions.com/aware-enterprise